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Herein we tested the repeatability of RAD-seq phylogeographic construction by creating a second, independent phylogeography of the pitcher-plant mosquito, *Wyeomyia smithii*. We sampled 25 populations drawn from different localities nearby previous collection sites and used these new data to construct a second, independent phylogeography to test the reproducibility of phylogenetic patterns. Our previous phylogeography was based on 3,741 phylogenetically informative markers from 21 populations and rooted with mitochondrial COI. The present phylogeography was based on 16,858 informative markers and rooted with RAD-seq. We found correspondence between clades at the extremes of *W. smithii*’s distribution; however, there were several discrepancies between the trees, including the refugium that gave rise to all post-glacial populations. We observed that combining all 46 populations resolved these discrepancies and, equally importantly, that extensive taxon sampling in areas of historical importance is more valuable than increasing the number of informative sites in establishing an accurate, robust phylogeography.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Each chapter of this work includes contributions from a number of collaborators. Julian Catchen performed the analysis and distillation of raw sequence files that transformed them into phylogenetically useful data. Kevin Emerson assisted with troubleshooting in the lab and during the analysis process. Victor Hansen-Smith provided Bayesian posterior probabilities on the combined tree and assisted in troubleshooting other analyses. William Bradshaw and Christina Holzapfel contributed to editing the manuscript and planning the experiments. I performed all the molecular techniques, analyzed phylogenetic data to yield all the trees, and did all the writing.

In recent years, a number of studies have appeared using next-generation sequencing (NGS) to construct phylogeographies and phylogenetic trees in novel ways (Lemmon and Lemmon 2012; McCormack et al. 2012ab; Rubin et al. 2012; Zellmer et al. 2012). Both of the most common forms of NGS (Illumina and 454 pyrosequencing) use large numbers of short reads to assemble contigs, from which SNPs can be identified (among other applications). NGS technologies have numerous benefits over older technologies, including high sequence-to-cost ratios, ease of incorporating numerous markers, and ease of implementation in non-model organisms. The utility of restriction-site associated DNA sequencing (RAD-seq) (Miller et al. 2007; Baird et al. 2008; Amores et al. 2011; Etter et al. 2011) in producing high-density, enriched, genome-wide markers for a variety of studies is now well-established in the literature (Davey et al. 2011, Cronn et al. 2012,
Rubin et al. 2012, McCormack et al. 2012a). Successful studies using RAD-seq are increasingly common in many types of non-model organisms, including the pitcher-plant mosquito (Emerson et al. 2010), the threespine stickleback (Hohenlohe et al. 2010) and the diamondback moth (Baxter et al. 2011).

The term “resampling” in phylogeography and phylogenetics almost exclusively refers to bootstrapping or other methods of subsampling a single data set. Herein, we present a different kind of resampling: a two-stage phylogeographic analysis using nearby but completely independent sets of populations. This approach allowed us to compare two separate analyses, which we used to test the reproducibility of results of closely related populations of the pitcher-plant mosquito, *Wyeomyia smithii*. In this study, we compared an initial tree based on 54bp RAD-seq reads and rooted with mitochondrial cytochrome oxidase subunit I (COI) (Emerson et al. 2010) with an independently created tree based on 80bp reads and rooted with RAD-seq. This two-tree approach allowed us to examine the robustness and reproducibility of the RAD-seq method, resolving a potential shortcoming in the use of RAD-seq for constructing phylogeographies (Twyford and Ennos 2012; McCormack et al. 2012a). As McCormack et al. (2012) note, the fact that RAD-seq samples are closely tied to specific restriction sites means that RAD-seq phylogeographies should be expected to be relatively reproducible.

Beyond comparing the two data sets, we analyzed the combined set of all 46 populations as a whole, validating new conclusions differing from our earlier work on *W. smithii* phylogenetics (Emerson et al. 2010). Increasing the coverage of localities in the mid-Atlantic region (Maryland and New Jersey), where genetic relationships were not well defined, lead us to question our previous conclusions about the location of *W.*
Wyeomyia smithii is especially well suited to this kind of phylogeographic analysis because of its unusually broad distribution, ranging from the Gulf of Mexico to northern Canada (30-54°N). Earlier studies from our lab involving allozymes or COI clearly established basal populations along the Gulf of Mexico and an ancient migration to the Carolina coastal plain and Piedmont, but left the relationships among more recently dispersed, post-glacial populations unresolved (Armbruster et al. 1998; Emerson et al. 2010). Given the position of the Laurentide ice sheet at the last glacial maximum ca. 22,000 - 19,000 y BP (Dyke et al. 2002; Colgan et al. 2003), all present-day populations north of ca. 41° N Latitude must have arisen within the last 19,000 y (Yokoyama et al. 2000). The first RAD-seq data set based on 3,741 phylogenetically informative sites indicated that the glacial refugium of post-glacial populations resided in the southern Appalachian Mountains, that post-glacial populations appeared to form two major clades diverging to the northeast and the northwest, and suggested that northwestern populations may have been founded along parallel longitudes due to anticyclonic winds along the retreating glacial front (Emerson et al. 2010). The replicated use of the RAD-seq approach in the second data set plus the combination of both replicates into a consensus phylogeography enabled us to validate or invalidate these conclusions.
CHAPTER II

METHODS

Populations

Sampled populations ranged from the Gulf Coast (30-31°N) to Newfoundland (50°N) and northwestward to Saskatchewan (54°N), from 10-1,000m elevation at 35°N in North Carolina, and from 10-595m elevation at 40-41°N in New Jersey and Pennsylvania. Throughout the text, populations are referred to by their state or province of origin, followed by an identifying number when more than one population was sampled in a given state or province. In each case, wild-caught individuals were used.

RAD library creation and sequencing

In order to test if similar clade structure is found in replicated phylogeographic datasets, we used two distinct datasets. The first represents 21 populations spanning much of the range of *W. smithii* (Emerson et al. 2010). The second, presented here, includes 25 distinct populations that represent populations geographically close to those in the previous analysis as well as populations expanding the sampled range of *W. smithii* to the western and eastern extremes of the Canadian range. The two datasets were first treated separately. When the two datasets were merged, all sequence data was truncated to 54 bp as *Stacks* requires sequences of the same length (Catchen et al. 2011).

For each of the 25 new populations sequenced for the present study, genomic DNA was extracted from pools of six adult *W. smithii* frozen at -80°C either dry or in alcohol, using a Qiagen DNeasy extraction column. DNA was digested with high-fidelity
SbfI (New England Biolabs). Illumina adapters, including a population-specific five-base barcode and partial SbfI sequence (Etter et al. 2011), were ligated to the cut ends. This DNA was sheared by sonication to reduce its size and a second primer-containing Y-shaped Illumina P2 adapter was ligated to the fragments. PCR was used to amplify the RAD libraries, which each included normalized amounts of RAD-tags from 9 or 10 populations. Three libraries were single-end sequenced (80bp) with three lanes of an Illumina GAIIx.

The Stacks pipeline (Catchen et al. 2011) was used to analyze the RAD data. The pipeline first applied stringent quality filters to the RAD sequences to remove potentially erroneous sequences. All exactly matching sequences were then grouped into stacks. Loci were then defined as sets of stacks such that for each stack in the locus there was another stack in the locus that is at most one nucleotide divergent. SNP detection was performed using a maximum likelihood framework (Catchen et al. 2011). All polymorphic stacks within populations were filtered out and for phylogeogenetic analyses, only SNPs that varied between at least two populations were included. This filtering of SNPs reduces the overall amount of data but increases the ability to identify clean phylogenetic signals. Once a SNP is identified, it is inserted into a data matrix that resembles an alignment file, but is produced from concatenated SNPs without surrounding sequences.

**Phylogenetics**

Each dataset was treated similarly for phylogenetic analysis, with each set being analyzed three ways – Maximum Parsimony (MP), Maximum Likelihood (ML), and
Bayesian Inference (BI) methods. Parsimony analysis used PAUP* (Swofford 2002) with 200 bootstrap replicates for node supports and a standard heuristic search. For BI and ML, our first analyses used jModelTest (Posada 2008); the new and combined data sets used PAUP*-based ModelTest (Posada and Crandall 1998). Both procedures selected TVM for the original and new data set, and TVM+Γ for the combined data set; in all three cases AIC chose the same model. For ML analysis, the model parameters found in ModelTest were input into PhyML v. 3.0 (Guindon and Gascuel 2003) to define a custom model to replicate TVM. The parameters were held constant during the analysis, without optimization. This ML topology and aLRT statistics (Anisimova and Gascuel 2006) are used in figures, because they provide a measure of node support of a more transparent meaning: the likelihood difference between the presented ML tree and the highest-likelihood tree not containing that node. Bayesian inference was based on MrBayes v. 3.1.2 (Ronquist and Huelsenbeck 2003). As for ML, the ModelTest parameters were entered as priors and held constant for both the previous and current data sets. For the combined 46 populations, MrBayes was started from a random tree and run with eight chains for 5 million generations, sampling every 10 generations, to create 500,000 total samples. In order to avoid an "initial transient" that is unrepresentative of the true equilibrium distribution, an initial "burn-in" period of 59,000 samples was discarded. This burn-in period was determined by sliding a window, 1000 samples wide, across the function defined by "generations versus log-likelihood"; the end of the burn-in period was defined as the first point where the likelihood function within the sliding window did not significantly deviate from a linear regression with zero slope. Finally, from the remaining 441,000 samples, posterior probabilities of each clade on the ML tree
were calculated by counting the proportion of Bayesian samples containing that clade.
The SumTrees program of the Dendropy package (Sukumaran and Holder 2010) was used to map the final posterior probability values onto the Newick-formatted tree.
CHAPTER III

RESULTS

Repeatability of the phylogeography

Figure 1 compares the initial phylogeography based on 54bp RAD-seq and rooted with COI (Emerson et al. 2010) with the independently-determined, replicate phylogeography based on and rooted with the 80 bp RAD-seq. Both trees were rooted using Wyeomyia mitchelli and W. vanduzeei as outgroups and indicate the Gulf Coast clade as basal to all northern populations. There is close correspondence between clades at the extremes of W. smithii’s distribution as represented by the Gulf Coast, North Carolina (NC) Lowland, and Northwest groupings. There are three major differences between the two trees. First, what appeared to be a basal clade in the NC Mountains in the first tree (NCmt1, 3-5) emerges within the Mid-Atlantic group in the second tree (NCmt2). Second, the first tree placed the Northeast populations (ME1-2) as basal to the Northwest clade while the second tree places a northeast clade (MA, NS1-2, NL1-2) within the Mid-Atlantic grouping. Third, a Pocono Mountain population (PA1) is basal to both the Northeast and Northwest clades in the first tree but the other Pocono Mountain population (PA2) is basal only to the northwest clade in the second tree.

Consensus (combined) phylogeography

The combined tree (Figure 2) rooted with RAD-seq and using W. mitchelli and W. vanduzeei as outgroups clearly separates into Gulf Coast, NC Lowland, North Carolina mountain, Northeast, and Northwest clades, with the Mid-Atlantic populations being
basal to the NC mountain, Northeast and Northwest clades. Within the Mid-Atlantic grouping, the Pocono Mountain populations (PA1-2) now are strongly supported as distinct from the remainder of the Mid-Atlantic populations and as basal to both the Northeast and Northwest clades (Figs. 2-3).

Within the NC mountain clade (Fig. 2), there is strong support for a distinction between the NC Mountain populations draining into the Savannah River Basin (NC mtn1-2) and those draining into the Tennessee River basin (NC mtn 3-5).

Within the Northwest clade (Figs. 2-3), the populations in southern and western Wisconsin as well as far-western Ontario (WI2-3, ON2) cluster more strongly with northern Manitoba populations (MB1-4) than with populations in northwestern Wisconsin, eastern Ontario, or western Québec (WI1, ON1, QC1-2).
CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION

Repeatability of the phylogeography

The two phylogenetic trees (Fig. 1) are consistent at their extremes in both the northern (Northwest) and southern (Gulf Coast and NC Lowland) clades. Rooting with either the more conservative COI or with RAD-seq showed the Gulf Coast populations as being basal in the *W. smithii* lineage and more northern populations being progressively derived (Fig. 1). Furthermore, both trees are consistent in showing that the division between the Mid-Atlantic populations and the more southern coastal populations is more ancient than the division between the Mid-Atlantic and the post-glacial populations. The differences between the two trees involve associations in the mid-section of the trees. Most problematic is the lack of agreement in establishing the location of the glacial refugium that ultimately gave rise to the entire northern dispersal of *W. smithii* after recession of the Laurentide Ice Sheet, beginning some 20 Kya. Lesser inconsistencies notwithstanding, we have concluded that, even with a well-distributed sampling protocol including 20 to 25 discrete source populations, RAD-seq will not ensure correct phylogenetic inferences with complete fidelity. We believe, however, that these inconsistencies can be minimized as discussed below.

Consensus phylogeography of *Wyeomyia smithii*

After combining the two data sets, we constructed a consensus phylogeny for *W. smithii*. The consensus tree resolved all significant discordances that were observed in
comparisons of our two individual RAD-seq trees we used to test for repeatability (Fig.
2).

First, we resolved that the refugium of *W. smithii* during the last glaciation, from
which the northern radiation of *W. smithii* occurred, lay near the glacial front, not in the
southern Appalachians as we had earlier concluded. The consensus tree (Fig. 2) places
the North Carolina mountain clade within, not basal to populations currently residing in
Maryland and New Jersey. This conclusion is supported by levels of heterozygosity that
remain high in the Gulf Coast, North Carolina coastal, and New Jersey populations, but
decline northwards, indicating progressively more derived populations (Armbruster et al.
1998).

Second, present-day, more northern populations of *Sarracenia purpurea* are
found in sphagnum peatlands associated with tamarack (*Larix laricina*) and black spruce
(*Picea mariana*) (Johnson, 1985) and we have used the co-occurrence of the two tree
species as good indicators of pitcher plants while searching for new northern populations
of *W. smithii* over the last 40 years. During the last glacial maximum (ca 20-22 Kya),
sphagnum-dominated peatlands east of the Appalachian Mountains ranged from northern
North Carolina to southern Maryland, followed the glacial retreat northwards 26-18 Kya,
westward south of the current Great Lakes 12-14 Kya, and then northwestwards 8-10 Kya
(Halsey et al. 2000) approximating the draining of Lake Agassiz (Kleiven et al. 2008).
The pattern of post-glacial colonization of tamarack and black spruce followed that of
sphagnum peatlands (Halsey et al. 2000). The post-glacial spread of *Sphagnum* peatlands
and their associated trees is reflected in the phylogeography of *W. smithii* (Fig. 3).
Populations dispersed from Maryland and New Jersey, proceeding through the Pocono
Mountains of Pennsylvania northeastwards following the earlier glacial retreat and then westwards following the later recession of the Laurentide Ice Sheet.

Third, we had proposed that westward migration of *W. smithii* was abetted by the anticyclonic (westward) winds prevailing along the receding glacial front (Muhs and Bettis 2000; Bromwich et al. 2004). This proposition predicts that northern northwestern populations should be more closely related to eastern populations than to southern northwestern populations, i.e., *W. smithii* should exhibit parallel longitudinal zones of relatedness. This prediction is not borne out (Fig. 3). Northeastern and northwestern clades are clearly separate and divergent. Moreover, western Ontario and western Wisconsin populations share a more recent common ancestor with northern Manitoba populations than they do with the population in northeastern Wisconsin, eastern Ontario, or Québec (Figs. 2-3). This pattern is more consistent with the decline in midwestern peatlands ca 8-10 Kya following the draining of Lake Agassiz, their subsequent expansion into the Midwest 4-6 Kya (Halsey and Vitt 2000), and then independent colonization from the east and north.

*Informative sites vs. taxon sampling*

Given the conclusion that our first RAD-based phylogeny was not as robust as we had assumed, the inevitable question arose: Could we have improved phylogenetic accuracy by increasing the number of phylogenetically informative sites or by increasing the number of populations (taxon sampling) we included in our study? This question is not peculiar to *W. smithii*, but has been the subject of considerable discussion (Havird and Miyamoto 2010; Townsend and Lopez-Giraldez 2010; Nabhan and Sarkar 2011;
Kawahara et al. 2011; Townsend et al. 2012b. In Figure 1, our first phylogenetic tree consists of 3,741 informative sites among 21 populations; our second tree consists of 16,858 informative sites among 25 populations. The former misplaced not only the position of the North Carolina mountain clade, but also nests the Pocono Mountain population (PA1) within and derived from the Maryland-New Jersey populations. The second phylogenetic tree misplaces the Massachusetts (MA) population as basal to the northeast clade and separately clusters the Saskatchewan populations (SK1, 2) with two of the Manitoba populations (MB3, 4). Hence, simply adding more than 13,000 informative sites modified ambiguities, but did not change the fact that we still had two phylogenies that were in substantial disagreement on a number of important points.

It was not until we combined all 46 populations that we arrived at a robust result that resolved discordances between the two individual trees (Figs. 1 vs. 2). The consensus phylogeny is comprised of twice the number of populations of either single tree. We saw above that simply adding more informative sites in approximately the same number of populations did little to improve our results. The important conclusion is that, with the advent of RAD-seq as a valuable tool for inferring phylogeographies, the number of populations sampled is going to be more important in creating a robust result than the addition of more informative sites.

Selection of populations

Since both of our independent phylogenies involved separate labor-intensive and expensive field collecting-trips, we have put considerable thought into how we could have stream-lined this process. The time and cost of collecting independent populations
far exceeded the time and cost of RAD-sequencing and the subsequent analyses. Our work with *W. smithii* tells us that we would have achieved a robust, credible phylogeography more efficiently by collecting populations over the species’ range while focusing most intensively on the populations likely to have encountered historical or geographic barriers to gene flow. In our case, these barriers were likely the southern boundary of the Laurentide Ice Sheet, Lake Agassiz, and the Great Lakes. The goal would have been to collect from as many populations as possible, even if seemingly excessive at the outset. Since samples can be stored at -80°C indefinitely, a single collecting trip would have provided a library of populations for both current and future projects. We would have made an initial phylogeography based on our knowledge of the organism and its likely geographic history to answer our initial questions. We would then have drawn from our frozen library additional populations from regions of historical complexity, from regions of phylogenetic uncertainty, or from regions appropriate for answering new questions that may have arisen in the interim.
Figure 1 (next page). Replication of phylogenetic relationships using RAD-seq. **Left,** phylogenetic tree from Emerson et al. (2010) using 21 populations and 54 bp reads, generating 3,741 informative sites. The tree was rooted with mitochondrial COI. **Right,** phylogenetic tree from this study using 25 populations, 80 bp reads, generating 16,858 informative sites. The tree was rooted with RAD-seq with the long terminal branches leading to *W. mitchelli* and *W. vanduzeii* abbreviated to clarify presentation. Color code indicates region of geographic origin. Topologies and branch lengths are based on maximum likelihood (PhyML). Node supports are given as rounded aLRT scores for nodes with aLRT score of at least 10. Bayesian and maximum parsimony support for the left tree are provided in Emerson et al. (2010) and for the right tree are provided in Figure S1. Two-letter abbreviations identify each state or province. Where two or more sites come from the same state or province, they are identified by number.
Figure 2. Maximum-likelihood phylogenetic tree for all 46 populations. The tree is based on 54 bp reads, generating 18,680 phylogenetically informative sites. Node support is shown for aLRT values ≥10 (upper value) with their corresponding Bayesian support (lower value). Note that the asterisks are used to connect aLRT and Bayesian support with specific nodes. The corresponding maximum parsimony tree is provided in Figure S2. Color codes are the same as in Figure 1.
**Figure 3.** Phylogeography of *Wyeomyia smithii* based on the combined 46-population tree. Arrows indicate likely direction of expansion based on phylogeny in Figure 2. Maximum extent of the Laurentide Ice Sheet at the last glacial maximum is plotted as a dotted line (Colgan 2003). Two-letter abbreviations identify each state or province. Color codes are the same as in Figures 1-2.
Figure S1a. Maximum parsimony bootstrap values for all resolved nodes > 50 in the 80bp tree
Figure S1b. Empirical Bayesian posterior probabilities for the 80 bp tree
Figure S2. Maximum parsimony bootstrap values for all resolved nodes > 50 in the combined tree.
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